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ABSTRACT
From a survey designed to determine the current

practices involved in faculty tenure and contract systems at colleges
and universities throughout the U.S., it is estimated that 94.7% of
faculty members work in institutions that have tenure systems. It is
further determined that personnel practices in most institutions with
tenure systems are characterized by: (1) at least an initial period
of short contracts; (2) a high rate of the award of tenure after the
final review; (3) no limitations on the percentage of tenured
faculty; and (4) maximum probationary period ranging from 3 to 7
years, which may be reduced by credit for prior service in about
two-thirds of the universities and private 4-year colleges. Personnel
practices in most institutions with contract systems only are
characterized by: (1) a high rate of contract renewal; and (2)
provision of written reasons for nonrenewal of contracts. (HS)
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A ten-item survey of current faculty tenure and contract
practices was conducted in April !972 by the Higher Education
Panel (a survey mechanism of the American Council on Educa-
tion) at the request of the Commission on Academic Tenure,
which is co-sponsored by the American Association of Univer-
sity Professors and the Association of American Colleges) The
Commission's final report, to be published in fall 1972, will
incorporate the data presented here and analyze it fully. Be-
cause of the interest of the members of the American Council
on Education in timely information about faculty personnel
matters, the Council's Commission on Academic Affairs and
the Higher Education Panel recommended early publication
of the data tables and highlights of the survey. The brief inter-
pretative notes are the sole responsibility of the author.

NATURE OF THE SURVEY

The survey questionnaire was mailed to 511 institutions of
the Higher Education Panei, a sample of 20 percent of the
national population of 2,543 institutions. Responses were re-
ceived from 113 institutions, a response of 81 percent. (The
actual return was 86 percent; however, because of the fast turn-
around required, data analysis began when the return rate
reached 81 percent.)

Each respondent was asKed to indicate whether his institu-
tion used a tenure or a term appointment (contract) system; he
was then requested to answer a variety of questions concerning
the characteristics and operation of the existing system. Infor-
mation on the sampling and weighting procedures and a
copy of the questionnaire may be found in the Appendixes
A and B.

he survey was conducted by Barbara A. Blandford with the tech-
nical assistance of Jctlin A. Crvager, David E. Drew, Jeffrey E. Dutton,
I mira ICeul, and Joan 'Eresler of the An orican (knitted on Education's
OIlia ol Research. Consultant for the Commission on Academic 'Fen-
Ise was John Ferguson.
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READING THE ITEM TABLES

The item tables (see pages 3-4) present the data collected,
expressed as percentages, and are keyed numerically to the
numbered items on the questionnaire:2
Item Is Proportions of institutions with tenure systems,

by type and total population.
Items 2-6: Responses of institutions with tenure systems.
Items 7a-7c: Responses of institutions with contract systems.
Items 8-9: Responses of all institutionsboth tenure and

contract systems.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SURVEY

Extent of Tenure Systems (Item I)

Tenure systems are nearly universal in both public and pri-
vate universities and four-year colleges anu are found in more
than two-thirds of the two-year institutions. These figures, in
combination with data supplied by the USOE Digest of Educa-
tional Statistics (1970) and the ACE Office of Research, indicat'
that an estimated 94.7 percent of faculty members in this coun-
try work in institutions that have tenure systems.

The Characteristics of Tenure Systems

Nationally, the median maximum length of the probationary
period in tenure systems is six years, higher in the private uni-
versities (seven years), and lowe. in the two-year public and

The questionnaire also contained an item on collective bargaining:
Is there a recognized faculty bargaining agent on your campus?" Data

on responses to this item are omitted because, after correction of errors
caused by misinterpretations of the question, the weighted percentages
of all institutions answering "yes" were too small to be used as planned:
i.e.. in cross-talmlations with other responses to the questionnaire.
The Gmunission on Academic Tenure will seek useful data on this
subject by oilier means.
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private colleges (four and five years, respectively) (Item 2a). The
probationary period may be reduced by.credit for prior service
at other educational institutions in 45 percent of all institutions
(Item 2b), most commonly in universities and private four-year
colleges. Wherever prior service credit is granted, the maximum
allowable is usually three years.

Initial contracts in almost all two- and four-year colleges with
tenure systems are for one year, as are succeeding .contracts.
Initial contracts of one year prevail in two-thirds of the pubic
and private universities, One-third of the universities reported
that initial or succeeding contracts or both were for two or
three years (Item 2c).

Items 3a and 3b indicate that virtually a:I universities and
four-year colleges, but only half of the two-year colleges, use
conventional faculty ranks and award tenure to professors and
associate professors. Though all types of institutions may
award tenure to assistant professors, this is done least often in
private universities (58 percent). In only one-third of all institu-
tions may instructors receive tenure.

Very few institutions (ranging from none of the public two-
year colleges to about one in ten of the private four-year col-
leges) limit the proportion of tenured faculty (Item 5). At the
time of the survey 41-50 percent of the faculty were tenured at
the median institution; the proportion was higher for univer-
sities and public two-year colleges and lower for private two-
year colleges (Item 4). More than two-fifths of all institutions
reported that their tenure systems are currently tinder review for
possible changes (Item 6).

The Operation of Tenure Systems
Of those institutions with tenure systems ir. the spring of

1971,42 percent reported granting tenure to all faculty members
under consideration for tenure. Nearly three-quarters awarded
tenure to 61 percent or more of the faculty considered (Item 2d).
These figures obtain even though about one-fourth of the uni-
versities failed to respond to this item. (If they had responded,
the rate of award of tenure might be higher but would not be
lower.)

In cases where a probationary-period contract is not renewed
or where tenure is denied, close to half of all institutions al-
ways give written reasons to the faculty member, and 16 percent
never give written reasons for the action (Item 8).

Procedures for appealing adverse decisions are available in
87 percent of all colleges and universities (Item 9). In the thirty
months preceding the survey, faculty members had availed
themsekes of these procedures in three-quarters of the univer-
sities, two-thirds of the private four-year colleges, nearly half of
the public four-year colleges, slightly fewer of the public two-
year colleges, and less than a fifth of the private two-year col-
leges (Item 9a). In only about 14 percent of all institutions with
tenure systems had more than three appeals been made during
the period; universities and public four-year colleges tended to
have higher incidences than did the other three institutional
types.

Again using USOE and ACE data on faculty numbers in the
various types of institutions, one can calculate roughly that
there were three or fewer appeals for every thousand faculty
members in universities, about eight per thousand for private
four- and two-year colleges, and thirteen or more per thousand
for public four- and two-year colleges.

The Characteristics and Otrerations of Contract Systems

Slightly under one-thin of :he two-year colleges, both public
and private, and about 6 percent of the private four-year colleges
reported having contract systems. Initial and succeeding con-
tracts of one year are universal, except in 29 percent of the pri-
vate four-year colleges, which offer two- or three-year succeed-
ing contracts (Item 7a). Virtually all institutions give written
reasons for nonrenewal "always" or "sometimes," but only 19
percent have procedures for appeal (Items 8 and 9), and these
procedures tend to be used infrequently: In the thirty months
prior to the survey, they were used only once in most cases and
never more than three times (Item 9a).

In the spring of 1971, four out of five contracts were renewed
in more than 95 percent of the institutions, and all contracts
were renewed in 22 percent (Item 7b). Few of the two-year insti-
tutions that have contract systems are considering a shift to a
tenure system, but more than a quarter of the private four-year
colleges are planning to switch (Item 7c).

INTERPRETATION

More comprehensive questionnaires are necessary to confirm
what is suggested by the ten-item HEP instrument. Neverthe-
less. the survey points to the following tentative conclusions.

Personnel practices in most institutions with tenure systems
are characterized by

at least an initial period of short contracts (one to three
years)
a high rate of the award of tenure after the final review
no limitations on the percentage of tenured faculty
maximum probationary period ranging from three to seven
years, which may be reduced by credit for prior service in
about two-thirds of the universities and private four-year
collegesthe institutions where the probationary period is
likely to be the longest3
Personnel practices in most institutions with contract systems

only are characterized by
a high rate of contract renewal
provision of written reasons for nonrenewal of contracts
The most noteworthy point about these highlights of the

data lies in the contrast between what is now being done and
what may have to be done. It may be that, in the past, the pol-
icies and practices of large numbers of institutions were inade-
quate or repressive. This survey indicates, however, that AAUP
policies with respect to length of probationary period, credit
for prior service, written reasons for nonrenewal, and the a.ail-
ability of appeal procedures are widely observed and that the
operation of these policies has assured continued employment,
as indicated by the rates of contract renewal and award of tenure.

What may well give us pause is the set of conditions that are
now stimulating so many institutions to reexamine their tenure
policies (Item 6). Declining rates of enrollment growth, stable
or reduced staffs, dwindling financial resources, and a surplus
of factilt' in some fie!ds are among the factors that have forced
institutions to consider what steps should be taken to prevent
deficits in funds and to provide a healthy mix of faculty capable

1The questionnaire did not ask how frequently the maximum proba-
tionary period was shortened by promotion, administrative action, or
(idler means commo on many campuses.
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of fulfilling their mission not only as it is defined today but also
as it will be defined in the future. To what extent each of the
policies and practices considered in this survey contributes to
the problems that institutions may legitimately wish to avoid is
still mot clear..Fhe survey scents to say that equitable personnel
policies generously applied have been the order of the day.
What it asks is, Can they be continued?"
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Succeeding
TABLE 1 contracts

I year 64.0 61.3 94.9 84.0 96.0 91.6 87.5RESPONSES OF INsTruirrioNs WITH TEN /RE 2 years 18.0 3.2 0.0 9.2 2.0 0.0 5.5
3 years 12.5 35.5 5.1 5.7 0.0 8.4 5.6

1

}tars
0.0
5.5

0.0 0.0
0.0

0.2
0.0

0.0
2.0

0.0
0.0

0.1
0.8

UNIVERSITIES COLLEGES . 6 or more
0.0

.!:
years 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.4

'... ..?.. 2"; ......-- -.--:.1 II.NI -! "*" , ,
- ;-

:,.. :-. - .. -' ," :

SYSTEMS, STATED IN PERCENTAGES

l'FM I:
A full-tune faculty member may be granted tenure at this
institution

Yes 100.0 100.0 100.0 94.1 68.3 68.2 84.9

ITEM 2a:
Maximum length of the probationary_period in institutions
with a tenure system

1 year 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.5 4.4 0.0 1.6
2 years 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 4.0 0.0 1.2
3 years 7.8 6.5 3.9 6.2 39.4 22.2 15.4
4 years 7.8 0.0 12.1 4.5 17.5 10.8 9.5
5 years 28.9 9.7 24.4 18.1 15.1 20.4 19.0
6 years 11.7 16.1 28.7 20.7 0.0 14.4 15.7
7 years 36.7 64.5 27.5 47.5 17.5 32.3 35.5
8 years 7.0 3.2 1.4 1.5 2.0 0.0 1.9
9 years 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.2

ITF.M 2b:
Maximum years of prior service accepted as part of the
probationary period

None 32.8 37.9 69.4 40.8 69.7 73.7 54.7
I year 0.0 0.0 3.7 0.3 2.4 2.4 1.5
2 years 5.6 0.0 7.0 6.5 6.4 0.0 5.8
3 years 40.8 48.3 9.8 35.5 17.2 10.8 25.5
4 years 13.6 3.4 2.2 11.1 4.4 10.8 , 7.9
5 or more

years 7.2 10.3 7.8 5.8 0.0 2.4 4.6

ITEM 2c:
Typical length of contracts awarded a faculty member during
the probationary period

First contract
1 year 66.4 64.5 93.5 90.5 98.0 100.0 91.5
2 years 18.0 3.2 5. t 6.2 0.0 0.0 4.6
3 years 15.6 32.3 1.4 3.1 2.0 0.0 3.7
4 or more
years 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1

ITEM 2d:
%Oat percent of those faculty members considered for tenure in
the spring of 1971 actually received tenure?

0 0.0 0.0 9.3 12.5 2.4 16.8 8.7
1-20 4.6 6.4 3.7 3.8 0.0 3.0 2.9

21-40 0.0 6.4 2.0 2.8 0.0 2.4 1.9
1 I -60 5.5 6.5 3.6 9.2 6.8 2.4 6.9
61-80 15.7 22.6 17.9 18.3 13.5 10.8 16.4
81-99 29.7 25.8 25.8 5.0 18.8 2.4 13.5

100 14.8 9.7 32.3 41.0 54.2 62.3 42.1
No response 29.7 22.6 5.3 7.5 4.4 0.0 7.5

ITEM 3a:
Is your faculty ranked or unranked?

Ranked 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.4 47.8 50.9 81.4
Unranked 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 52.2 49.1 18.6

ITEM 31):
If your faculty is ranked, in what ranks may tenure be held?

Professor
Assoc. Prof.
Asst. Prof.
Instructor
Other

100.0
100.0
69.5
43.0
7.8

100.0
100.0

58.1
19.4
0.0

100.0
100.0
89.8
41.8
12.2

100.0
100.0
83.7
22.7

1.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
22.5

100.0
100.0
78.8
52.9
0.0

100.0
100.0
85.2
33.3
6.8

FrEm 4:
Percent of current lull-time faculty with tenure

0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 2.0 8.4 1.4
1.20 0.0 0.0 3.3 8.3 15.1 3.0 8.1

21-30 4.7 3.2 13.3 8.7 17.9 19.2 12.1
31-40 13.3 0.0 17.2 14.6 6.8 29.9 13.7
41-50 28.9 32.3 23.0 28.1 2.0 13.8 19.9
51-60 25.0 38.7 16.1 17.2 21.5 7.8 18.4
61-70 15.6 19.4 23.3 12.6 6.4 2.4 12.4
71-80 5.5 0.0 1.9 4.3 13.1 13.2 6.7
81-90 0.0 0.0 1.9 3.0 11.1 2.4 4.5
91-100 0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 1.1
No response 4.7 3.2 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 1.6
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ITEM 5: ITEM 8:
Does )(tiff institution limit the percent of tenured faculty? Does your institution give written reasons to the faculty mem-

ber contented for nonrenewal of contracts (probationary or
recurring term appointments) or for denial of tenure?Yes 5.5 6.5 7.5 9.5 0.0 2.4 5.9

No 91.5 93.5 92.5 90.5 100.0 97.6 94.1

1.1-EM 6:
Is the tenure system currently under review for change on
your catnpus?

Yes 48.4 41.9 36.6 54.1 28.6 40.1 13.2
No 51.6 58.1 63.4 45.9 71.4 59.9 56.8

TABLE 2

RESPONSES OF INSTITUTIONS WITH CONTRACT
SYSTEMS STATED IN PERCENT AGES ITEM 9:

Does your institution have procedures under which a faculty

..., L..:
member whose contract was not renewed or who was denied:r 4, v:

-tx:.:. ;..:.ct ..: :-.,..tc.;

!TEN! .e. :+.: :I '1.4 ::: -r. ,;,.: rarkt. tenure may appeal?
:-....,...: ac',,..i .->.-;-.... .

tczt'5 c4.4,:---Q." x All institutions

;111 institutions
Never 13.3 19.4 26.9 14.5 14.0 0.0 11.7
Sometimes 50.8 61.3 31.9 16.9 18.0 58.8 38.0
Always 35.9 19.1 38.2 38.5 68.1 41.2 47.3

/nstitutions with
tenure systems

Never 13.3 19.4 26.9 14.9 17.5 0.0 16.4
Sometimes 50.8 61.3 34.9 19.9 19.5 53.3 40.5
Always 35.9 19.4 38.2 35.2 63.0 46.7 43.1

Institutions with
Contract systems

Never N.A. N.A. N.A. 8.5 6.3 0.0 5.4
Sometimes N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.0 14.6 70.5 23.5
Always N.A. N.A. N.A. 91.5 79.1 29.5 71.1

.. x
,...d c.; ,..,

ITEM 7a:
What has been the typical length of contracts?

First contract
I year 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Succeeding contracts
1 year 71.2 100.0 100.0 95.7
2 years 8.5 0.0 0.0 1.3
3 years 20.3 0.0 0.0 3.1

ITEM 7b:
What percentage of those faculty whose contracts expired in
1971 were renewed?

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1-20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

21-40 0.0 0.0 5.1 1.0
41-60 0.0 0.0 17.9 3.6
61-80 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
81-90 8.5 9.4 6.4 8.7
91-99 25.4 83.5 34.6 65.0

100 66.1 7.1 35.9 21.7

ITEM 7c:
Is your institution planning to establish a tenure system?

Yes 28.8 14.6 0.0 13.8
No 71.2 85.4 100.0 86.2

NIgt that no universities or public four-year colleges ammar in this group.

Yes 86.7 83.9 91.4 81.1 93.1 77.6 86.3
Institutions with
tenure systems
Yes 86.7 83.9 91.4 80.7 93.2 95.2 87.1

Institutions with
contract systems
Yes N.A. N.A. N.A. 13.6 7.1 60.3 18.7

ITEM 9a:
How often have any of these procedures been used since
September, 1969?

All institutions
0 26.1 23.1 33.3 52.7 63.5 82.1 53.9
1 18.0 23.1 20.0 24.6 9.6 6.3 17.0

2-3 26.1 19.2 20.3 17.4 19.0 4.2 17.8
1-10 27.0 19.1 16.3 4.7 6.4 7.4 8.6

11+ 0.0 11.5 10.0 0.6 1.5 0.0 2.4
No response 2.7 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2

Institutions with
tenure systems

0 26.1 23.1 33.3 52.7 56.4 81.1 50.4
I 18.0 23.1 20.0 23.1 6.8 5.0 16.4

2-3 26.1 19.2 20.3 19.5 25.3 5.0 19.9
4-10 27.0 19.1 16.3 5.0 9.4 8.8 10.1

11+ 0.0 11.5 10.0 0.7 2.2 0.0 2.8
No response 2.7 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3

Institutions with
contract systems

0 N.A. N.A. N.A. 52.9 78.8 87.1 75.5
I N.A. N.A. N.A. 47.1 15.7 12.9 20.4

2-3 N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.0 5.5 0.0 4.1

4



APPENDIX A

SAMPLING AND WEIGHTING PROCEDURES

the sampling and reporting unit for this survey was the institution.
The ielevant population of institutions consisted of the 2,543 colleges
and universities that responded to the Office of Education's Iligher
Education General Information Survey of 1970 (I IEC:IS-V), except for
those wiluiriug undergraduate credits for admission to their first class
(lor example, some professional schools) and a few very small institu-
tions. This population was stratified into 36 cells as indicated in Table
.11. Response frequencies from each institution were weighted by the
appropriate cell weight: the ratio of the number of institutions in the
population to the number of institutions in the sample for the given
tcil.

These stratification cells are grouped into seven major reporting
categories: public universities, private universities, public four-year
wIleges, private four-year colleges, public two-year colleges, private
two-year college:, and all institutions. The finer stratification within
these reporting categories permits more exact control for size and, in the
case of the four -year private colleges, for control (nonsectarian, Cath-
olic, other sectarian). It was impossible to apply differential weights for
tenured and nomettured subgroups because their distribution in the
population of institutions was unknown. In fact, one of the major
products of this survey is an estimate of this distribution.

Table Al: Sample and Weights Used in
Computing National Population Estimates

CELL
NUSIBEIt

NUMBER OF
IN.St1 ITTIONS IN:

S FIFICA FION Cl..1.1.
Pf 1R S.111'1.1Nti eoPrl. % HON S.INIPLE WFIGIITS

1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11,
12
13

16
17
18
19

15

Public universities

72
31
16

18
19

35

97
66
73
88

231
38
50
45

62
72
39
45

11

11

6

8
7

16

13
8

16
7

20
6

26
28

18
15
9
5

6.6
2.8
2.7

2.3
2.0
2.2

7.5
8.3
4.6

12.6

11.6
6.3
1.9
1.6

3.4
4.8
4.3
9.0

Selectivity:
Less than 550
550-599
600 or more

Private universities
Selectivity:

Less than 550
550-599
600 or more

Four-year public colleges
Selectivity:

Less than 450
450-499
500 or more
Unknown

Four-year private nonsectarian
colleges
.Selectivity:

Less than 500; unknown
500-574
575-649
650 or more

Four-year Catholic colleges
Selectivity:

Less than 500
500-574
575 or more
Unknown

.,=mwm,
5

lABLE AI (Combined)

NV51111 It

NI. \MI It 01.
INS 1111'1 IONS IN

1 I It \I II It 1 I ION 1411(A
I OR 1% IN(. POPI'l %I ION S 1111'1 I

(.1 I I

51.1 1(.11 I 1

Four -year other sectarian
colleges
Selectivity:

20 Less than 450 56 10 5,6
21 450-499 54 11 4.9
22 500.574 73 26 2.8
23 575 or more 54 34 1.6
24 Unknown 95 8 11.9

Two-year public colleges
Enrollment:

25-27 Less than 500 408 17 24.0
28 500-999 209 16 13,1
29 1,000 or more 169 16 10.6

Two-year private colleges
Enrollment:

30, 31 Less than 250 163 12 13.6
32 250-499 50 13 3.8
33 500 or more 19 4 4.8

Predominantly black colleges
34 Public four-year 36 5 7.2
35 Private four-year 49 8 6.1
36 Two-year 16 3 5.3

APPENDIX B:
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

HIGHER EDUCATION PANEL
SURVEY NUMBER 8

ACADEMIC TENURE

In many of the questions below the phrase "full-time faculty" is
used. This should be interpreted as referring to current full-time
faculty members and other full-time staff members who hold faculty
appointments (e.g., administrators). Specifically excluded from this
definition are graduate students who act as teaching assistants or
teaching fellows.

I. full-time faculty member may be granted tenure at
this institution: [If -no," skip to question No. 7]

2. This institution has a probationary period for tenure:
"oo," skip to question No. 3]

a. Maximum length of probationary period:

Yes_
No

Yes_
No_

years

b. Maximum years of prior service accepted as part of the proba-
tionary period' yews [No prior service accepted____]

c. 'Typical length of contracts awarded a faculty member during the
probationary period: First contract years
Suit cutting contracts years

d. What percent of those faculty members considered for tenure ill
the tiering of 1971 actually received tenure? percent
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APPENIIIX II: (Continued)

1. In %%11.0 1;00., may lemur IN' held? (C11(.1 k as Inan ;is apply]
Pt. ifesoi Assoi lam_ Assistant_ 11151110

()Met- [Spy( ify

If your faintly is unranked, twit; here

Pen «II of «mem hill-lime fatally vith tenon: tiunt
5. 1)ors yoln institution limit the per«ll of tenured N'es_

Lit Mu?

ti, Is sstviti I tirtently tindri review for change Yes_
on iotir No_

7, FOR 1()SI: INSTIUI()NS (),\'/.). TERM
.WPOINNIEN (C:ONRAC:T) SYSTEMS
(Other instiultinns skip 0> question No. S(:

a. 11'1ml has been the lypital length of contracts:
Filsi «moat Stuieeding «mum ts ears

I>. 11'11,11 potent:1w. of those fat Idly whose «mum Is expited in
1971 %%etc venewed? ___peuent

I , Is }nun institution planning to establish a 0.111111.
%%slim? (Continue In N. S(

S. 1)(.. imit institution give formal ulitten lemons In the faculty
inembri «interned fit tionrenewal of tonna«. qmobationaly it1
tet ing II Im ,11)))0DIIIII(11Is) rn for Menial of le11111

s Sometimes N('l
9. 1)ues vow ham pox (1111O's under vIii(11 a 11( tilty

menthe' %%lithe nnratl was ant renewed oi Wil() WaS dallied 101111e
MAI% appeal? l'es_ No_
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